Local Food Matters!

The fault
of national
governments,
not the EU
The problem, therefore, is not
the rigidity of European regulations,
but their application in member
states and candidate countries.
Even the European Commission by
now recognises that the flexibility
provisions in the so-called ‘Hygiene
Package’ have not been adequately
implemented on national level.

“The participants of the workshop

chains. These intermediate bodies shall

invite the European Commission

facilitate the communication between

to actively promote and support

competent authorities and producers

an exchange of best practices

and should be open for interested civil

between the competent authorities

society organisations.”

of the member states and accession
countries (through cooperation
programmes, training etc.). In addition,
a food safety help desk / mediation
body should be made available at EU
and at national level, providing support
and advice to national, regional or local
administrations, targeting practicable
solutions, especially for local food
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This is why the over 60 participants,
each representing European and
national institutions or civil society
organisations, jointly released a
declaration asking the European
Commission to remedy matters as
soon as possible:

“The EU hygiene regulation gives member
states the power to interpret the rules, taking
into account the specific local processing and
marketing conditions and shelf life of products.”
Michele Rumiz
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Enjoying success
- legalised food
production
“Since the workshop in Bitola we

“The North Macedonian Food and

want, are back in the shelves, at least

Veterinary Agency has taken the

in the smaller shops, and people are

initiative to elaborate hygiene rules that

proud of them: honey, cheese, fish,

are more flexible, and marketing rules

meat, herbs etc.”

for small-scale farmers and processing

The workshop produced important

have grown out of the defensive

companies which give fair income to

European knowledge-sharing and

corner,” says Nikolce Nikolovski of

farmers,” he adds. Nikolce attributes

experience but also had more tangible

Slow Food Bitola, co-organiser of the

much of this change to the initial 2014

outcomes including a draft food

‘Local Food Matters!’ workshop, as he

‘Local Food Matters!’ workshop.

regulation, which the Food Agency

meets up with Hannes Lorenzen at

“Before that, everyone was looking

published in the North Macedonian

the European Parliament in Brussels

into scale, big business and export

press some years later. “We would not

five years after the workshop we

orientation. Now also the Ministry is

have dreamed of it back then,” Nikolce

organised in Trnovo, Bitola. “Now we

more interested in the high value of

says. “The conclusions of the workshop

have established Slow Food North

local and diversified local food, which

had been shared with all relevant local

Macedonia, we have a much more

is an important asset for rural tourism,

authorities. Some members of the

professional approach to our work,

and the creation of local jobs in rural

Ministry and respective agencies were

especially for advocacy and lobbying

areas, which North Macedonia and

also present at the workshop and saw

for small-scale producers in the front of

the entire West Balkan region need

first-hand how other countries, like

institutions for changing and bringing

so much. Our typical products which

Austria, had allowed for a more flexible

new regulations to improve and

were about to disappear due to a

interpretation of hygiene rules. They saw

legalise their production.”

misunderstanding of what consumers

for themselves how it could be done.”
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